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What is sport?
 All forms of physical activity or games,
 Sport consist of: 
 a lot of rules, which providing fair play,
 consisted adjudication, e.g. „Who is winner?“ etc.

 Sport is divided into:
 recreation,
 amateur sport and
 professional sport.
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What is sport?
 Recreation
 Means actively spending of time,
 is healthy,
 it can be dance, or other sport activities.

 Amateur sport
 no payment for achievements.

 Professional sport
 the most complex,
 requires a whole person,
 is not necessary healthy.
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2. Team and individual sports

Two or more people
Organized individuals
Are divided in two types:

Team as a one, work together
Have same goal (football, hockey, basketball…)

Same teams
Play against each other (Moto GP, cycling…)
  

 Team sports:
 Compeatig against each other

 Same  teams (Moto GP, cycling…)
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2. Team and individual sports

 Only one athlete
 All depends on yourself
 More pressure
 Can‘t hide behind teammates
 Higher level of discipline
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3. Problems in sport

 Injury
 lasting effects on health (destroyed joints, 

muscles, ...)
 doping
 Cheating
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3. Problems in sport

 modified results (sport bets...)
 Bribery
 money
 Fans
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Summary

 Today we talked about:
 definition of sport,
 types of sports (professional, amateur, recreation),
 division of sports to team and individual,
 problems in sport (e.g. coruption, doping etc.)



Conclusion

 sport in general,
 traps in sport,
 we can completed:
 recreation is healthy,
 professional sports are not healthy,
 we hope, that in sport in the future will be

more fair play and less coruption.



Question time

?
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